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9          On top of the world

Activity 01

Match the adverbs in column A with the meanings in column B 

 A      B
 
 always      generally
 usually      not oft en
 never       at all times
 sometimes      now and then
 rarely      not at any time

Activity 02

Put the words in order to make meaningful sentences.

1)  pet / dog / sleeps / under/ his / Suren’s / oft en /  bed

2)  bored / Lahiru / never / in / feel / company

3)  always / three / Minuri / a / her / brushes / day / teeth / times

4)  bed / what / go / you / to / usually / time / do ?

5)  buys / my / rarely / a / newspaper / grandfather / weekends
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Activity 03

Read and circle ‘True’ or ‘False’

 I always go to the park on Saturdays because it relaxes  my mind. I usually go 
with my friends. but sometimes I go by myself.  I always take something to eat 
there.  Th ere are lots of popcorn sellers but I never buy popcorn because I don’t 
like it. However, one of my friends usually buys it whenever she comes with me.

1) I go to the park on Saturdays    True  False
2) I rarely go with my friends    True  False
3) I usually go alone     True  False
4) I do not buy popcorn    True  False
5) A friend of mine never buys it   True  False

Activity 04

Listening

Listen to Amal speak about his friend Chamod, and do the exercises given below.

 Underline the correct answer
i. Amal and Chamod are interested in
 i) music and reading   ii) music and sport    iii) sports and homework

ii. Chamod always speaks …………………………. of others
 i) well             ii) ill               iii) insultingly 

iii Fill in the blanks with suitable words
 i) Chamod is very ………………………… English
 ii) He …………………….. gets angry
 iii) Amal discusses his English ……………………. with Chamod


